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A strategic leader that is highly motivated. Efficient and effective learner who is 
quick to grow and thrive in any job situation. Solutions oriented with an eye for 
creative results. Problem Solving Works well with Teams Sales Management.

EXPERIENCE

Oil Change Technician I
ABC Corporation - MAY 2010 – FEBRUARY 2014

 Make sure the vehicle is in a good and running matter, make sure that
the car is stable enough to drive and i make sure that everything is 
running good.

 Learned how to fix multiple things all at once and have the car run 
perfectly fine.

 Performed General Physical Activities Making Decisions and Solving 
Problems Assisting and Caring for Others Updating and Using 
Relevant Knowledge .

 Drained oil changed filter replaced oil also check air filter wiper 
blades checked all fluids and air pressed in all tires.

 Preformed tire rotations and transmission fluid draining and 
replacements.

 Checked tire pressure and add air if needed.
 Communicated with parts department to obtain needed parts.

Oil Change Technician 
Delta Corporation - 2007 – 2010

 Change oil and rotate tires.
 As oil tech I would do inspections on cars for any leaks or cracked 

belts/radiators, oil change, coolant/transmission flushes, 
rotate/change tires,.

 As front desk I would take pictures of damaged cars, call car 
companys for car parts and do end of day transactions.

 Would change oil in heavy mining equipment ex.( cat 992g loader, cat
d11 dozers, cat 777d Rock trucks, cat 980g loader).

 Would also do repairs on equipment ex.( welding cracks, changing 
hoses, etc.) I would also work on the a/c units on the equipment.

 Oil change Tire changing.
 My Accomplishments that I had at this job is that I was helping 

customers that doesnt understand how to do an oil change or how to 
fix there car in general.
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EDUCATION

 high school dipolmad in Financial Algebra - 2013(The Ask Academy - Rio 
Rancho, NM)

SKILLS

GM Training Account Threw Dealership, Customer Service.
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